Our modular, interchangeable panel display incorporates a metal base of 225 cm in height, 93 cm in width and 44 cm in length, which acts as supporting structure. Panels can easily be fixed to this structure to display photos showing typical profile applications and samples of the products concerned. The central shelf presents a sample setting (illustrative cross section) of the most popular models of profile from the upper display panel. Thanks to the presence of setting photos, profile samples and an illustrative cross section, this modular display offers customers a complete overview of the application potential of Progress Profiles’ products and systems. Easy assembly and compact dimensions mean that the display can be adapted easily to meet the needs of showrooms and points of sale of all types. The modular design of the display panels allows the system to be configured to advertise the products you wish to promote most. The system can also be renewed as time passes and can easily be updated to present new finishes and products as they are introduced.

### Code | Description | Video
---|---|---
LGN | Modular Display SOL 40 | Yes
GIU1 | Modular Display Joints 1 | Yes
GIU2 | Modular Display Joints 2 | Yes
CRV | Modular Display Curve | Yes
PLV | Modular Display Prolieving | Yes
PSP | Modular Display Prosupport | Yes
PSH1 | Modular Display Proshower1 | Yes
PSH2 | Modular Display Proshower2 | Yes
B1 | Modular Display Skirting boards 1 | Yes
B2 | Modular Display Skirting boards 2 | Yes
PTR | Modular Display Proterrace | Yes
RIV2 | Modular Display Walls 2 | Yes
RIV1 | Modular Display Walls 1 | Yes
RIV3 | Modular Display Walls 3 | Yes
PAV1 | Modular Display Floor 1 | Yes
PAV2 | Modular Display Floor 2 | Yes
GR1 | Modular Display Stair nosings 1 | Yes
GR2 | Modular Display Stair nosings 2 | Yes

For Cersaie 2017, Progress Profiles realized STONE LINE, a new range of finishes for covering profiles. This new line is available in 3 different models of profiles e one listel: PROJOLLY SQUARE, PROJOLLY QUART and PROTERMINAL are suitable to protect steps and decking, as a floor edging profile and skirting coverings; instead, PROLISTEL P is also used to separate tiles and to decorate them. The new profiles create a material effect thanks to the material in aluminum glazed with epoxy powder in special oven. They are available in different measures - from 6 to 25 mm of height -, and it is also possible to choose among 12 different shades from white to sandy, grey, black and brass. This elegant and sober decorative listels’ line gives a plus to every space, guaranteeing the high quality of materials.

### PROJOLLY SQUARE
PJQA 06-SL...
PJQA 08-SL...
PJQA 10-SL...
PJQA 11-SL...
PJQA 125-SL...
capsule

### PROJOLLY QUART
PJQTA 06-SL...
PJQTA 08-SL...
PJQTA 10-SL...
PJQTA 11-SL...
PJQTA 125-SL...
capsule

### PROTERMINAL
PTA 06-SL...
PTA 08-SL...
PTA 10-SL...
PTA 11-SL...

### PROLISTEL P
PLTPA 10-SL...
PLTPA 25-SL...

### COLOURS AVAILABLE
SL01 STONE WHITE
SL02 STONE CREAM
SL03 STONE GREYORY
SL04 STONE SAND
SL05 STONE GREY
SL06 STONE CRISTAL GREY
SL07 STONE ANTRAGREY
SL08 STONE ANTRADARK
SL09 STONE BRONZE
SL010 STONE CORTEN
SL011 STONE BROWN
SL012 STONE BLACK
SL013 STONE OYSTER GREY

H: 6 e 11mm on demand